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IHAAA Applications to Reducing Store Separation Flight Testing A. Cenko!, J. Lee* and E. Getson#, Naval Air System Command E. Hallberg%, United States Naval Academy B. Jolly*, Air Force Seek Eagle Office W. Sickles*, Arnold Engineering Development Center Abstract The Air Force, Army, and Navy have long-term, proven CFD modeling and simulation experience and software development expertise that has supported advanced weapon development and integration. Each uses unique CFD codes to augment traditional sources of engineering data such as flight and wind tunnel testing. In the past two years, the three services, under the auspices of the DoD High Performance Computing (HPC) Modernization Program Office have combined their efforts to establish an Institute for HPC Applications to Air Armament (IHAAA). This has provided the capability of considerable savings for store separation flight testing. Nomenclature Store trajectories are defined in the Aircraft Axis System, which has its origin at the store center of gravity at release. The origin is fixed with respect to the aircraft and thus translates along the current flight path at the freestream velocity. The axes rotate to maintain constant angular orientation with respect to the current flight path direction. 6-DOF = Six-Degree of Freedom. AEDC = Arnold Engineering Development Center CG = Center of Gravity. CTS = Captive Trajectory System. KCAS = Knots, Calibrated Air Speed. NAVSEP = Navy generalized Six-Degree of Freedom separation simulation software. TGP = Trajectory Generation Program. P = Store roll rate, positive right wing down, deg/sec. XA = Store CG location relative to carriage, positive forward, parallel to aircraft centerline, ft. YA = Store CG location relative to carriage, positive right, as seen by the pilot, ft. ZA = Store CG location relative to carriage, positive down, perpendicular to aircraft centerline, ft. XFS = Fuselage Station. Distance of the store CG from the absolute Aircraft-axis system origin in the negative XA direction, inches, full scale. YBL = Butt Line. Distance of the store CG from the absolute aircraft-axis system origin in the YA direction, inches, full scale. ZWL = Water Line. Distance of the store CG from the absolute aircraft-axis system origin in the negative ZA direction, inches, full scale. CN = CN = Normal force coefficient, positive up, perpendicular to the store axis. CY = CY = Side force coefficient, positive right, looking forward along store centerline. CA = CA = Axial force coefficient, positive rearward, along store centerline. Cl = CLL = Rolling moment coefficient, positive right wing down. Cm = CLM = Pitching moment coefficient, positive nose up. Cn = CLN = Yawing moment coefficient, positive nose right. α = Aircraft Angle of Attack, deg. αS =ALPHAS = Store Angle of Attack (without induced upwash), positive nose up, as seen by the pilot, deg. βS = BETAS = Store Sideslip angle (without induced sidewash), positive nose left as seen by the pilot, deg. ψ = PSI = Store yaw angle, positive nose right as seen by the pilot, deg. θ = THETA = Store pitch angle, positive nose up, deg. φ = PHI = Store roll angle, positive right wing down, deg. __________________________________________________________________________________________ ! # % * &
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Introduction Two of the three services top priorities are to more rapidly meet wartime warfighter requests and to reduce development effort risks. The IHAAA holds the promise of meeting both of these shortfalls. IHAAA will enable delivery of increased flight envelopes with decreased flight test resulting in rapid delivery of warwinning capability. Developmental efforts will also benefit as HPC-based simulations developed by the IHAAA mitigate developmental risk by subjecting designs to the severity of the flight environment (in an HPC model) early enough in the acquisition cycle to positively influence the design. The AMRAAM, JDAM, and JSOW programs all experienced schedule-expanding and cost-multiplying fin failures during flight test that could have been predicted if the goals of the IHAAA were realized and applied in the concept and design phases. The mission of the IHAAA is to provide our nation’s warfighters with enhanced combat capability through application of HPC techniques for air armament design, integration, and evaluation. The vision is to be a sustainable enterprise ensuring HPC technology transition and application to provide quick reaction to warfighter needs and reduce acquisition cost, schedule, and risk. The strategic goals of the Institute are: to establish a customer-oriented enterprise integrating laboratory, development, test and sustainment organizations; to guarantee technology transfer; to broaden applicability of HPC tools; and to build acquisition community confidence in HPC capability. A key Institute strategy is to become the research-to-customer bridge by pulling relevant technology from researchers and integrating it into the air armament acquisition process.



Figure 1 IHAAA Organization The IHAAA institute is organized in four technical areas, as depicted in Figure 1. This paper describes the three services efforts in the area of store separation. The store separation team picked two areas of air armament where conventional, wind tunnel based techniques have not always provided a good prediction of flight test results. These were in the areas of weapons bay flowfields, and moving control surfaces. IHAAA Applications Moving Control Surfaces Control surface movement and deployment are being utilized and proposed for a variety of weapons including the JSOW, GBU-10, 12, 16, 24, SDB, and MALD. Use of control surfaces can be for a variety of reasons including control stability during separation, control effectiveness during fly away, increased ballistic accuracy and range, and loitering. Control surface movement and deployment can occur during the separation phase or later during the fly away phase.



Of primary concern is the deployment during the separation event and its effect on the near parent trajectory. The behavior of these stores during this early stage is difficult to simulate in a wind tunnel environment and usually must be simulated computationally. Wind tunnel testing of weapons with free-floating canards typically involves acquiring a large database of free stream, grid, and trajectory data with fixed canards and without canards. This can be costly and still does not precisely simulate the aerodynamics of the store. Another potential area of concern is the lack of good aerodynamic wind tunnel data to predict the aerodynamics of the store with the floating canards, particularly in the non-uniform flow of the aircraft. Even at moderate angles of attack, the local flow may cause the floating canards to reach their physical stops, which significantly alter the aerodynamic contribution of the canards and the overall aerodynamics of the store. Prior to IHAAA, control surface deployment had been computationally simulated, but the deployment was assumed to occur instantaneously, i.e. the control surfaces stowed configuration followed immediately by a fully deployed configuration. The transient behavior of the surface during deployment and its effect on separation was not investigated. The accuracy of instantaneous deployment has been considered but not quantified. The first IHAAA project for moving and deploying surfaces was the F/A-18C/GBU-12 Adjacent Tank This project demonstrated a quick response capability to support an immediate warfighter need. The immediate need involved flight test clearance of the sequential release of two CVER mounted GBU-12 stores from an F-18C aircraft with an adjacent 330 gallon tank, Figure 2. The need was to support Operation Iraqi Freedom. Because of time constraints, a wind tunnel test could not be conducted. Without supporting wind tunnel data or analysis, the typical flight test approach is referred to as a build up approach. With this approach, store drops are first started at relatively benign conditions and then additional flight test are performed at harsher conditions while gradually approaching the desired flight release condition or until it is determined that it is unsafe to continue. This is a costly and time consuming approach.



Figure 2 Beggar Predicted F-18C/GBU-12 Flowfield



Figure 3 GBU-12 Miss Fin to Fin Distance



Since AFSEO already had the Beggar1 grids for the GBU-12 and the F-18C, they led a cooperative effort with NAVAIR to demonstrate that using HPC computer resources and tools could impact a time critical flight test program. Within a short period of time, the team was able to perform time-accurate CFD trajectory simulations using BEGGAR and to supply results that compared well with a recent flight test drop at a lower Mach number release condition. They also simulated the store trajectories at the desired release condition - a higher Mach number. Although the miss distance during the flight test at the more benign condition was too close to authorize clearance to proceed to the next condition, Figure 3, the CFD time-accurate trajectory showed that the store would clear at the desired condition and authorization to continue flight testing was granted. The computations mitigated the risk and allowed the flight test program to achieve its goals. The CFD predictions were in excellent agreement with the flight test results. Based on this, the flight test program proceeded to the transonic end point, M = 0.97, 45 degree dive. Further details about this project are available2.



Litening Pod In support of Northrop Grumman’s efforts to market the LITENING AT pod to the Australian and Canadian governments for use on their F/A-18A/B/C/D aircraft, Northrop Grumman contracted NAVAIR, via a CSA, to support flight certification of the LITENING AT pod and the associated pylon mounting system on station 4. The goal was to clear the GBU-12, GBU-38, MK-84, Dual AIM-120’s, and FPU-8 fuel tank adjacent to a LITENING AT pod on station 4 to the present TACMAN limits (with an adjacent ATFLIR). Northrop Grumman had a requirement to obtain a flight certification to operate the pod on the pylon station without restriction to the flight envelope and maneuver capability of the F/A-18A/B/C/D aircraft using F/A-18 OFP load 17C. NAVAIR further agreed to add the MK-82, MK-83, LGTR and AGM-65G to this list.
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Figure 4 Beggar Predicted F-18C/MK-83 Flowfield
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Figure 5 Beggar Predicted F-18C/MK-83 Trajectory



Prior to the Litening pod effort, the Navy had two choices to clear new aircraft/store configurations: wind tunnel test or the build up approach (also known as hit or miss method). Both of these methods had serious limitations. Wind tunnel testing required at least six months of lead-time and a minimum of $500K. The build up approach consisted of increasing the release airspeed until the store came uncomfortably close to hitting the aircraft/adjacent stores. However, for quick turn-around, it was the only choice. This approach was not only very costly, but in some cases might have required a flight clearance recommendation that was too conservative. The Litening Pod effort provided the Navy with another tool that is both cost effective and capable of providing a safe flight test process to permit flight clearance recommendations in a timely fashion. Previous IHAAA results for the first year, which included GBU-12, GBU-38, 330 gallon fuel tank and MK-82 and MK-84 trajectories from the F/A-18 aircraft are available in References 3 and 4. More recent IHAAA applications are described below:



MK-83 The Beggar code was used to calculate the effect of the litening pod flowfield, shown in Figure 4, on the MK-83 store. The Beggar pre-flight predictions are compared with the flight test results in Figure 5. Since



Figure 6 F-18C/MK-83 Clearance the flight test results were more benign than the predictions, and the predicted trajectory miss distance was of no concern (Figure 6), the MK-83 store was cleared to it's TACMAN limit with Litening pod on station 4.



AGM-65G No wind tunnel or flight test data for a AGM-65/LAU-117 were available next to and TFLIR/ATFLIR, AGM-65 M = 0.80 Beta = 0 4
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Figure 7 AGM-65 Freestream Comparisons



Figure 8 F-18C/AGM-65 Pressures



thus freestream Cobalt5 calculations were performed and compared to a Series 7 F/A-18E/F store separation



wind tunnel test conducted at AEDC (AEDC-TSR-97-P1) to verify and validate the CFD model. Results of these comparisons are shown in Figure 7. Cobalt analyses on the combined AGM-65 + LAU-117 with F/A-18C influence were used to build a grid survey. A picture of surface pressures is plotted in Figure 8 showing the six Z sweep positions of the AGM-65/LAU-117 for the grid survey. The trajectories for the AGM-65 were performed using the AGM-65 wind tunnel freestream data and the computed AGM-65/LAU-117 grid data. Since the computed trajectories were benign, the AGM-65 was cleared to it's TACMAN limit with Litening pod on station 4 without any flight testing. LGTR Canada had conducted an extensive flight test program6 for the Laser Guided Training Round ( LGTR) adjacent to the TFLIR pod. Beggar calculations for the LGTR adjacent to the Litening pod (Figure 9) indicated that the trajectories would be similar to those next to the TFLIR. Based on these calculations, the LGTR was cleared to M = 0.90 without any flight testing.



Figure 9 LGTR Pressure Distribution IHAAA Cost Savings Note: Cost savings assumes minimum of 80k/flight, with at least three flights (GBU-12 adjacent tank CVER tests required 4 flights at M = 0.88, M = 0.92, M = 0.95 and M = 0.97, with eight stores dropped using the build up approach) Flight Test Cost Savings Flight test cost savings are hard to quantify, since they depend to a large extent to the store that's released, the range instrumentation, test support, etc. The biggest variable is the cost of the weapon itself. These can range anywhere from thousands to hundreds of thousands. There are fixed costs that don't vary from flight to flight. Since the F-18C/Litening pod integration was conducted under a contractual service agreement (CSA), it was possible to better estimate the per flight costs:



Aircraft Engineering Support (flight test, safe sep) range costs Store/Telemetry/PhotoG Total



$15,000-$20,000 $20,000 $25,000 $20,000-$30,000 $80,000-$95,000



GBU-38 Since CFD predictions indicated that the GBU-38 store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod, the GBU-38 was cleared to it’s end point with two flights. Estimated cost savings $160,000. Flight Clearance issued 23 Feb 2005. GBU-12 Since CFD predictions indicated that the GBU-12 store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod, the GBU-12 was cleared to it’s end point with one flight. Estimated cost savings $240,000. Flight Clearance issued 22 Mar 2005. MK-84 Since the predicted trajectory for the MK-84 had a miss distance of less than three inches, the MK-84 was cleared to it’s end point with two flight tests. Estimated cost savings $160,000. Flight Clearance issued 17 Nov 05. MK-82 Since CFD predictions indicated that the MK-82 store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod. Based on the previous years success of the GBU-38 (MK-82 JDAM variant) adjacent Litening pod flight tests, the MK-82 was cleared to it’s end point with no flight testing. Estimated cost savings $320,000. Flight Clearance issued 4 Jan 06. FPU-8 Since CFD predictions indicated that the 330 gallon tank would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod. Since the predicted trajectory for the fuel tank had a miss distance of less than six inches, the tank was cleared to it’s end point with one flight test. Estimated cost savings $320,000. Flight Clearance issued 30 mar 06. MK-83 Since CFD predictions indicated that the MK-83 store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod. Since the predicted trajectory for the MK-83 had a miss distance of less than six inches, the MK-83 was cleared to it’s end point with one flight test. Estimated cost savings $320,000. Flight Clearance issued 18 July 06. AGM-65 Since CFD predictions indicated that the AGM-65 store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod. Based on the previous success of the adjacent Litening pod flight tests, the AGM-65 was cleared to it’s end point with no flight testing. Estimated cost savings $220,000 (assuming two flights and $20,000/store). Flight Clearance issued 15 Aug 06. LGTR Since CFD predictions indicated that the LGTR store would cleanly separate adjacent to the Litening pod. Based on the previous success of the adjacent Litening pod flight tests, the LGTR was cleared to M = 0.90. Estimated cost savings $320,000. Flight Clearance issued 14 Sep 06. CONCLUSIONS The IHAAA institute has greatly improved the capabilities of the three services in the use of CFD for store separation. Have we finally replaced the need for the wind tunnel in store separation? Not quite yet!



The examples shown in the paper, and which probably represent the limit of CFD’s applicability, had several characteristics that made the approach possible. The hierarchy of store separation difficulty, in decreasing order, can be described as follows: 1) New store on new aircraft 2) Existing store on new aircraft 3) New store on existing aircraft 4) Existing store on existing aircraft (new configuration) 5) Existing store on modified aircraft (previously cleared configuration) All the examples shown fall in the last category. The reason that CFD was a practical alternative was that there existed substantial wind tunnel and flight test data for both the F/A-18C/D aircraft and the stores that were tested. Since the aircraft modification only affected one station, it was reasonable to calculate the incremental effects using CFD. For cases where large amounts of test data are required, the wind tunnel has no match at the present time. Even when these conditions are met, the need for wind tunnel testing has not been eliminated. The Dual AIM-120, and all stress mounted on the CVER, were not considered to be capable for flight clearance without wind tunnel testing. ACKNOLEDGEMENTS The authors wish to express their appreciation to the HPCMPO office, without whose funding support this work would not have been possible. REFERENCES: 1. M. Rizk and S. Ellison “Beggar – A Store Separation Predictive Tool,” AIAA Paper 2002-3190, June 2002. 2. Sickles. W., Jolly, B., and Lee, J., " Store Separation with Moving and Deploying Surfaces - F-18C/DGBU-12 Simulation," IHAAA Report, Dec. 2006. 3. Cenko, A., “One CFD Calculation to End Point Flight Testing (Has CFD Finally Replaced the Wind Tunnel?),” Aeronautical Journal, July 2006. 4. Cenko, A., Grove, D and Lee, J., "IHAAA Applications to Store Separation," ICAS paper 2006-P2.9, September, 2006. 5. Tomaro, R., et. al.,“A Solution on the F-18C for Store Separation Simulation using COBALT,” AIAA Paper 99-0122, Jan. 1999. 6. Matthewson, C.S., "Laser Guided Training Round and Adaptor Unit Certification on the CF-18," AETE Report 96/47, Feb. 1998.
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